Floating Down the River
an original assignment from WritingFix (Drafting Worksheet)

Now it’s time to write the sentences that will make your story!

First your story will need an introduction. Why not describe you climbing into the river on your inner tube? Why not use some of the best details from the first box on your pre-writing sheet? Can you come up with two or three good sentences that introduce your story? Write them below:

Next, you need to see and describe the first animal you see. Can you come up with two or three good sentences that show your first animal really well? Write them below:
For the next part of your story, you need to see and describe the second animal you meet. Can you come up with the same number of good sentences that you used when describing your first animal? Write your sentences below:

Now, you need to see and describe the third animal you meet. Can you come up with the same number of good sentences that you used when describing your first and second animals? Write your sentences below:

Finally, you need to climb out of the river and end your adventure. Can you come up with one or two sentences that use details to show you getting out of the river? Write them below.